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PRESS RELEASE
We are proud to present the novelty Victo Small 4251, the new smaller version of our beloved Victo
pendant. Victo Small complements the collection together with Octo Small launched in 2018. Both of
these smaller editions have been developed as a response to a high demand from the audience. The
improvements in the light sources have enabled the finalization of these two models. The incandescent
bulbs needed more space in the neck of the shade, but thanks to LEDs which do not create heat
around them, narrowing the neck and resizing the proportions of the shades was possible.

Victo Small 4251 is now available for ordering.
Victo Small, measuring 39 cm in height and 45 cm in diameter, provides a solution to smaller homes
and other spaces where something lighter yet grand is required. One can also create captivating focal
points by combining the novelty with the rest of the pendants from our collection. Victo Small comes
in four finishes: natural birch, white and black laminated and walnut veneer.
Secto Design is a Finnish company specialized in design lights hand-crafted of top-quality local
PEFC certified birch wood. The demanding work is carried out by highly talented local craftsmen in
the town of Heinola, Finland. The entire lighting collection is designed by the award-winning Finnish
Architect Mr. Seppo Koho. The wooden warmth of the lights suits a variety of different styles and the
clear but interesting architectonic forms are internationally appreciated by both private clients and
professionals as well as by judges of prestigious design competitions.
The authentic Secto Design lamps are labelled with a hologram sticker.
Hires images available for downloading at www.sectodesign.fi/gallery.
Follow us on Instagram, Pinterest, LinkedIn and Vimeo: @sectodesign
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